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Altamer is BACK!
Altamer is perhaps Anguilla's most famous ultra-luxury villa. For decades, this high-end
property has set the pace for exclusivity and high-end Anguilla villa living. After under going
extensive renovations this year, Anguilla's jewel is BACK!

One of the largest villa properties in Anguilla, Altamer is composed of three separate villas:
•
•
•

Antilles Pearl
African Sapphire
Blue Diamond

Let's take a look inside Antilles Pearl...

Set right on Shoal Bay West, Antilles Pearl's location boasts the best of both worlds: total
seclusion with sandy beachfront. The villa is set at the edge of Shoal Bay West. A most
private location, here, turquoise seas are just steps away while St. Martin waves to you in
the distance.

For an up close view of Caribbean blue, take a stroll on the villa's 50' skywalk (right of
photo above). A stroke of architectural genius, on this skywalk, you feel like you are floating
over the sea!

Prefer the pool? Altamer's sparkles in a million shades of blue!

Yes, outdoor living is LARGE at Antilles Pearl. Inside, Antilles Pearl impresses all over again.
The villa itself offers 12,000 square feet of living space. Five bedrooms (each with
sumptuous ensuite), living area, dining area, games room, chef's kitchen and even an
elevator and rooftop terrace all lay out over three stories.

Bright, lofty and with luxurious furnishings and fixtures, the feel is distinctly upscale
Caribbean and modern. The living room boasts 21' high ceilings with grand windows and
doors that open to the spacious pool deck.

Upstairs, five plush suites with ensuite accommodate up to 10 guests. The master bedroom
is simply jaw-dropping. It spans two stories, with an upstairs loft that makes for a private
office. The effect of the two story high ceilings and floor-to-ceiling windows is mesmerizing.

Antilles Pearl is one of a kind. For a deeper video look inside Altamer, please click
here.

•
•

Altamer's Antilles Pearl villa
Altamer's rates

Altamer does not end there! Also recently renovated is the charming villa rental,
Petit Topaz...

Petit Topaz just may be the best kept secret in Anguilla!

A one bedroom villa rental, Petit Topaz is the perfect escape for couples or families traveling
with young children. The contemporary and modern villa lays out with one sumptuous
bedroom downstairs and a loft with daybed upstairs.

The space is complete with full kitchen, dining and living area. Outside? Sink into a plush
lounge chaise or plunge into your jacuzzi tub. Here, you also have full access to Altamer's
larger pool as well as Shoal Bay West and Altamer's five-star service.

Available at just $350-550/night, it is hard to find a better villa deal in Anguilla!

For full rental details, see...
•
•

Altamer's Petit Topaz villa
Altamer's rates

One of Anguilla's most impressive villa estates, Altamer is BACK and better than ever!

For more on Altamer, visit...
•
•
•
•

Altamer's Antilles Pearl villa
Altamer's Petit Topaz villa
Altamer's rates
Book & contact Altamer

noriadmin@anguilla-beaches.com
anguilla-beaches.com Long Path Rd The Valley State / Province Anguilla

